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Sensory Rooms
Designed to stimulate and engage the senses.

Sensory rooms are typically used in various therapeutic and educational settings to provide individuals with a
range of sensory experiences that can be beneficial for relaxation, sensory integration, and therapeutic purposes.
Sensory rooms are commonly used for people with sensory processing disorders, autism, developmental
disabilities, or those who simply need a calming and stimulating sensory experience.

The goal of a sensory room is to create a controlled and safe environment where individuals can explore and
interact their senses in a way that meets their specific needs and preferences. These rooms can help individuals
regulate their sensory input, reduce stress, anxiety, or overstimulation, and promote relaxation or engagement.
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Sensory Corner Bundle
The Sensory Corner Bundle provides a wide variety of sensory experiences in just one corner of a room. Purchase
a complete bundle with bubble tube, mirrors, projector, soothing sounds and fiber optics to create your very own
corner sensory room in whatever location you need!

What’s Included?

1x Superactive LED Bubble Tube 60" & 9 way Wireless Controller

1x Curved Bubble Tube Platform - Medium 36" W x 36" L x 16" H

1x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirror Pair - 36" W x 48" H

1x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive

1x Bubble Tube Pump and Hose

1x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, Wheel Rotator
and 3 Effects Wheels (Firework Bonanza, Under the Sea and a blank
wheel)

2x Calming Sounds CDs

1x Superactive LED Fiber Optic Bundle (includes Superactive LED
Lightsource, Strands and 8 way Wireless Controller)

1x Bubble Tube Bracket

1x Installation Instructions

Model # - GENSRCB

https://www.experia-usa.com/sensory-products/bubble-tubes/
https://www.experia-usa.com/sensory-products/sensory-projectors/
https://www.experia-usa.com/sensory-products/sensory-fiber-optics/
https://www.experia-usa.com/superactive-led-sensory-bubble-tube/
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Calming Sensory Room
Featuring a 60" Calming LED Bubble Tube and soft padded platform, a user can sit close to the tube and watch as
the bubbles steadily rise and the colors slowly change. The mirror ball produces spots of light that rotate around
the room while the projector shows calming images that slowly rotate, creating a wonderful soothing
environment. The Fiber Optic Softie provides a comfortable seat in which an individual can get close to the fiber
optic strands and handle them while they slowly change color. These strands have no electricity in them…..only
light, so they’re safe to handle and provide a wonderfully tactile experience.

What’s Included?

1 x Calming LED Bubble Tube -60"

1 x Fiber Optic Softie

1 x Fiber Optic Star Carpet including Calming LED Lightsource

1 x Projector Bundle including Aurora LED Projector, Wheel Rotator
and 3 Effects Wheels (Under the Sea, Firework Bonanza and a blank
wheel)

1 x Square Bubble Tube Platform in white. Large size 48" W x 48" L x
16" H

1 x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirror Pair - 48"

1 x Bubble Tube Bracket

1 x BCB - Bubble tube additive (to help prevent bacteria and algae
growth)

1 x Bubble Tube Emptying Kit and Foot pump (to facilitate water
changes)

1 x Mirror Ball Bundle, including a 8" mirror ball and a pin spot

1 x Basic Sound System

5 x Calming Sounds CDs

1 x Installation instructions

Model # - GENSRCSR
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Premium Sensory Room
Perfect for interaction and calming, the equipment can be used for a variety of purposes, including the
development of switching skills, cause and effect, color recognition, color matching, motor skills, social
interaction and more. 

The bundle includes our superactive LED bubble tube with a wireless control, allowing an individual to control
the color and bubbles in the tube from a distance of up to 90ft. A soft padded platform allows the user to sit
close to the tube and feel its vibrations while mirrors give the effect of multiple tubes. 

Wall and floor padding is also included to create a safe area for people to sit or lie down and enjoy the calming
music and lighting.

What’s Included?

1 x Superactive LED Bubble Tube 60" & 9 way Wireless Controller

1x Square Bubble Tube Platform - Large 48" W x 48" L x 16" H

1x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirror Pair - 48" x 48"

1x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive

1 x Bubble Tube Pump and Hose

1 x Bubble Tube Bracket

1 x Projector Bundle, including Aurora LED Projector, wheel rotator
and 3 effect wheels (Firework Bonanza, Under the Sea and a blank
wheel, subject to availability)

5 x Calming Sounds CDs

1 x Superactive LED Fiber Optic Bundle (includes Superactive LED
Lightsource, Strands and 8-way Wireless Controller)

2 x Soft Wall Padding - 48" x 48"

3 x Soft Floor Padding - 48" x 48"

1 x LED Calming Fiber Optic Softie, including fiber optics and
lightsource

1 x Mirror Ball Bundle, including a 10" mirror ball with motor and a
pinspot with a 4 color wheel

1 x Installation Instructions

Model # - GENSRPSR
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Interactive LED 
Bubble Tube Corner
The Interactive LED Bubble Tube Corner brings a complete bubble tube package to your room or facility. Each
package includes a 60" high color changing bubble tube, two reflecting mirrors and a soft padded platform. The
Interactive Bubble Tube Corner allows individuals to get close to the bubble tube and control its colors while
enjoying the reflections in the mirror.

A soft padded platform allows the user to sit close to the tube and feel its vibrations while the two acrylic mirrors
give the effect of multiple tubes.

The equipment can also be used in a calming mode with slowly changing colors for relaxation or calming for
individuals with Autism, ADHD, Sensory Processing Disorders, Anxiety or Dementia. This calming mode starts
automatically if no button is activated for a period of 5 minutes.

What’s Included?

1 x Interactive LED Bubble Tube—60”

1 x Interactive LED Bubble Tube Platform with built in switches

1 x Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirror Pair - 36" W x 48" H

1 x BCB - Bubble Tube Additive

1 x Bubble Tube Bracket

Bubble tube: 60"

Mirrors: 48" H x 36" W

Bubble tube platform: 16" H x 36" W x 36" L

Bubble tube bracket: Fits any 6" diameter tube

Dimensions:

Model # - GENSRBTC
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Sensory Cocoons
The bubble tube is the anchor point for many sensory rooms, and by combining a bubble tube, platform, and
mirrors with our new Corner Sensory Shower, we have created a one-of-a-kind sensory experience. Think of it like
surround-sound for your eyes.

What’s Included?

1 – Bubble Tube

1 – Sensory Corner Shower (Calming, Superactive, or IRiS)

1 – Large, curved bubble tube platform

1 – Mirror Pair (48” x 48”)

1 – Bubble Tube bracket

1 – BCB water treatment fluid (to control bacteria and algae)

1 – Bubble Tube pump and hose kit (to make water changes a snap!)

1 – 9-button Wireless Controller (Superactive model only)

1 – iConverter for control with iPad or iPhone (IRiS model only)

Options:

Calming Cocoon

IRIS Cocoon

Superactive Cocoon

The Calming Model slowly changes colors on its own and is a perfect place to de-escalate and relax.

The Superactive Model gives the user the opportunity to change the color of the bubble tube and fiber optics by
using a wireless controller. 

The IRiS Model is compatible with all of our IRiS “Talkers”, or controllers, and comes WITH the IRiS iConverter, which
enables wireless control of the bubble tube and fiber optics with your iPad or iPhone (not included) .

Climb through the curtain of light onto the platform and
snuggle up to the bubble tube. Watch the bubbles slowly
rise through the water, feel the vibration, and get your
internal “motor” to that just-right place. Glance upward into
the acrylic mirror on the ceiling and see fiber optic strands
continue ‘into’ the ceiling and watch the bubbles seem to
come at you! Truly an amazing effect!

Model # - GENSRSCCC

Model # - GENSRSCIRIS

Model # - GENSRSCSC

https://www.experia-usa.com/sensory-products/iris-wireless-products/iris-talkers/
https://www.experia-usa.com/iris-iconvertor/
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Head Office
211 2nd Avenue North
Stonewall, MB, R0C 2Z0

North Dakota Office
191 Cavalier Street
Pembina, ND 58271


